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In high resolution multispectral optical data, the spatial detail of the images are generally smaller than the                                 
dimensions of objects, and often the spectral signature of pixels is not directly representative of classes we                                 
are interested in. Thus, taking into account the relations between groups of pixels becomes increasingly                             
important, making object­oriented approaches preferable. In this work several scales of detail within an                           
image are considered through a hierarchical segmentation approach, while the spectral information content                         
of each pixel is accounted for by a per­pixel classification. The selection of the most suitable spatial scale                                   
for each class is obtained by merging the hierarchical segmentation and the per­pixel classification through                             
the Scale Object Selection (SOS) algorithm. The SOS algorithm starts processing data from the highest                             
level of the hierarchical segmentation, which has the least amount of spatial detail, down to the last                                 
segmentation map. At each segmentation level, objects are assigned to a specific class whenever the                             
percentage of pixels belonging to the latter, according to a pixel­based procedure, exceeds a predefined                             
threshold, thereby automatically selecting the most appropriate spatial scale for the classification of each                           
object. We apply our method to multispectral, panchromatic and pan­sharpened QuickBird images,                       
considering two different test cases: a region on the Etna volcano (Italy), imaged at a 2.4 m resolution, and                                     
an area close to the town of Balakot (Pakistan), imaged at a 0.6 m resolution. On both test­cases the                                     
proposed approach enhanced the classification accuracy with respect to the single­segment per­pixel                       
classification approach. A detailed analysis of the benefits achieved using the hierarchical segmentation with                           
respect to a single segmentation is reported.  
 
1. Introduction      
The classification of remote sensing images is a tool to help understanding and monitoring a large variety of                                   
scenarios, converting them into tangible information, which can be utilized in conjunction with other data                             
sources. High Resolution (HR) images provide new opportunities in many environmental issues, raising at                           
 
the same time new problems in automatic classification procedures. Indeed, the aim of image classification                             
analysis is to extract information and display the results in a simple and effective way for possible further                                   
studies. In HR images a single pixel represents a small area (0.5÷10 m2) of the sensed scene and is usually                                       
smaller than the size of the objects of interest. Hence the information of a single pixel is strongly linked to                                       
the information carried by its neighbors, which are part of the same object, pointing out the necessity to                                   
perform an object­oriented analysis, although the measureable statistics typically exploited for classification                       
purposes are necessarily pixel­based (Blaschke and Strobl, 2001; Blaschke, 2010). Several articles show                         
different approaches to conjugate the necessity to exploit spectral and spatial information content. A                           
possible approach to overcome the pixel as a reference unit for the analysis is referred to as the                                   
segmentation technique, which transforms an image by merging pixels that belong to “homogeneous” areas.                           
The segmented image helps understanding the geometric structures of objects in the sensed scene, thus                             
allowing any subsequent analysis to be based on segments made of several pixels rather than on single                                 
pixels. Segmentation techniques have been recently applied to build novel and efficient spectral­spatial                         
classifiers considering segments rather than individual pixels (Tarabalka et al., 2009; Tarabalka et al.,                           
2010a; Tarabalka et al., 2010b; Pulvirenti et al, 2011). A problem that is strongly correlated to                               
segmentation is the scale of interest, as changing the scale changes the pattern of reality (Marceau and Hay,                                   
1999). In HR images the presence of several possible scales makes classification a very complex                             
procedure, making a hierarchical decomposition of the image necessary (Beaulieu and Goldberg, 1989).                         
Hierarchical segmentation techniques process data by building a multi­level structure, in which objects are                           
decomposed in sub­objects in the lower levels of the hierarchy. In other words, the multi­level structure                               
presents a variety of possible scales of interest and adopting the correct scale of interest depending on the                                   
class is a challenging issue. Recently, papers in this field highlight the need to determine the optimal number                                   
of partitions of the data, since the hierarchy is usually too complex (Das et al., 2008; Gurrutxaga et al.,                                     
2010). Gorte and Gneletti, (2003) used a split and merge segmentation algorithm at different thresholds to                               
produce a three­level segmentation hierarchy; in Akcay and Aksoy, (2008) connected components of                         
 
derivative morphological profiles (Pesaresi and Benediktsson, 2001) at different scales are investigated in                         
order to produce a segmentation hierarchy, while the segments are labeled by using their spectral and                               
textural content; binary partition tree (BPT) has also been used to segment hierarchically and classify                             
hyperspectral and SAR images (Alonso­Gonzalez et al., 2013).   
In this paper, the selection of the objects is carried out through a hierarchical segmentation by a supervised                                   
per­pixel classification, making use of optical QuickBird images of the Etna region (Italy) and of the village                                 
of Balakot (Pakistan). The purpose of this paper is to analyze the use of the entire hierarchical                                 
segmentation during classification, establishing whether or not improvements in classification accuracies are                       
achieved analyzing different scales of interest, rather than considering only one segmentation map. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First we describe our methodology, which consists of                                 
merging unsupervised hierarchical segmentation with per­pixel supervised classification, namely Scale                   
Object Selection (SOS); then we describe the obtained results applied to the Etna volcano and Balakot                               
village test cases, highlighting the improvement with respect to per­pixel classification and the advantages of                             




The method outlined for classifying HR optical images stems from the statement that human vision usually                               
tends to generalize images into homogenous areas first, and then characterizes these areas more carefully                             
(Gorte, 1998). In addition, Marceau and Hay (1999) stated that the scale is a window of perception and                                   
one should deal with several scales if the spatial resolution is finer than the size of the objects of interest,                                       
which is the case for many case studies of land cover classification using HR optical images. Indeed, HR                                   
multispectral remote sensing data have the potential for a more detailed and accurate mapping of the                               
environment at meter ground resolution. At the same time, however, they present additional problems for                             
information mining. In fact, due to their higher spatial resolutions, the relevant classes are composed of                               
 
various materials arranged in complex ways. At this spatial resolution, such materials do not usually have a                                 
direct relation with the spectral classes available. In this respect, since we are using multispectral images in                                 
the visible spectrum we should try to approximate the human eye perception in the best possible way                                 
(Marceau and Hay, 1999), providing land use maps that are suitable for our purpose. Thus, this problem is                                   
intrinsically related to the sensor resolution and cannot be solved by increasing the number of spectral                               
channels (Pacifici et al., 2009). For these reasons, hierarchical approaches seem particularly suitable if we                             
search for classes with different spatial scales in the data (Duda et al., 2001). Furthermore, this approach is                                   
convenient when the multispectral information content of each object is not so homogeneous, i.e. there is a                                 
contribution from a dominant spectral class but also from several others. On the other hand, supervised                               
multispectral per­pixel classification approaches present some weaknesses when dealing with this kind of                         
problems. Stemming from the above­stated considerations, we merge the results of a supervised                         
multispectral per­pixel classification and an unsupervised hierarchical segmentation tree in order to classify                         
objects at different scales. To this end we have implemented an algorithm composed of three main steps: 1)                                   
unsupervised hierarchical segmentation; 2) supervised per­pixel classification; and 3) final object                     
classification, hereafter referred to as Scale Object Selection (SOS), in which for each object the most                               




Usually, the main objective of image segmentation is to produce a set of non­overlapping image segments.                               
The non­intersecting regions produced by the segmentation should be homogeneous, whereas the union of                           
two adjacent regions should not be homogeneous (Pal & Pal, 1993). Among segmentation algorithms, the                             
clustering technique (Jain, 2010), which is the multi­dimensional extension of the concept of thresholding, is                             
the most immune to noise (Fu and Mui, 1981) and also represents a common way to segment imagery                                   
taking contextual information into account and dealing with multi­spectral data (Haralick and Dinstein,                         
 
1975; Pulvirenti et al., 2011). Hierarchical clustering techniques perform either a series of successive                           
mergers or a series of successive divisions (Jain, 2010). Agglomerative methods start with individual                           
objects, i.e. one pixel if no a priori information is given. This latter aspect could be a major limitation in                                       
terms of computation time if the algorithm were to be run on a per­pixel basis, since satellite images are                                     
usually composed of millions of pixels. An alternative way is to use an agglomerative hierarchical method                               
starting from previously clustered data, so that our hierarchical segmentation is composed of the following                             
steps:  
i) k­means clustering algorithm (Jain, 2010); ii) Jeffries–Matusita (J–M) distance as an agglomerative rule                           
(Richards and Jia, 1999); iii) segmentation of each clustered level (Pulvirenti et al., 2011).  
Since we are more interested in the spatial arrangement of pixels rather than in their spectral information at                                   
pixel scale, we choose to work on Panchromatic images (PAN) or “pseudo” panchromatic images                           
(Pseudo­PAN), i.e. the mean image of the four available multispectral bands. 
Furthermore, in a segmentation procedure we are interested in separating homogeneous regions and                         
structures with different spatial scale, therefore mathematical morphology can be profitably used (Soille,                         
2003), especially in a multiscale manner (Pesaresi and Benediktsson, 2001; Benediktsson et al., 2003;                           
Benediktsson et al., 2005; Chini et al., 2009). 
Starting from PAN/Pseudo­PAN images, we create the differential morphological profile (for further                       
details on the morphological profile, please refer to Pesaresi and Benediktsson, 2001). Opening and                           
closing morphological operators were applied to the PAN/Pseudo­PAN images, using square structuring                       
elements with size ranging from 3×3 up to 49×49 pixels with a step of 2 pixels (i.e., 3×3, 5×5, 7×7, etc.).                                         
To reduce the input space, avoiding redundancy in the data yet retaining most of the variation, a principal                                   
component analysis is applied and the first effective Principal Components (PCs) are selected as the input                               
space for hierarchical segmentation (Richards and Jia, 1999), which is composed by only the PCs that                               
correspond to 99% of the variance (PC99%). 
 
Once the number of levels in which we want to decompose the image is fixed, we run the k­means                                     
algorithm, setting the number of clusters to the number of levels plus one (the highest level has 2 clusters).                                     
This value defines the depth of the tree. In this work we chose to use 50 clusters (49 levels). It is worth to                                             
point out that even if we over­segment the image, we are going to have a lower number of segments                                     
compared to a classical region­growing algorithm, which starts from the number of pixels that constitute the                               
entire image. In order to build­up the entire hierarchy we calculate the J­M distances for all cluster pairs,                                   1
using the PC99%, in order to choose, for each iteration, the two clusters that are closest to each other. We                                       
then fuse such clusters and obtain a level with one cluster less. The procedure is iterated until a level with                                       
only two clusters is reached. It is important to highlight that in the agglomeration step, the contextual                                 
information of pixels and their geometrical patterns are taken into account, since the J­M distance is                               
calculated by using the PC99% extracted from the morphological profiles, which account for the spatial                             
arrangement of pixels.   
Once the hierarchical clustering tree is obtained, each of the 49 levels between 2 and 50 are segmented                                     
(see Pulvirenti et al., 2011). At each level, the segmentation step transforms the clusters into segments that                                 
are composed by pixels having the following two properties: they belong to the same class (one of those                                   




1 The J­M distance algorithm calculates the separability of two classes with respect to the input space, and                                   
it has output values x ∈ [0,2), according to Richards and Jia, (1999). Values close to 2 indicate a higher                                     
degree of separability, while those close to 0 indicate a lower degree. Thus, if two clusters have a low                                     
























Maximum Likelihood (ML) classification is the most commonly used supervised classification method                       
applied to remote sensing images (Richards and Jia, 1999). The ML classifier is parametric and relies on                                 
the second order statistics of a Gaussian probability density function model for the distribution of the                               
feature vector of each class. It is often used as a reference for the comparison of classifiers, due to its                                       
optimality for Gaussian class probability density functions. In order to select training and validation samples,                             
 
both having statistical significance, and to avoid correlated neighbouring pixels, we adopted a Stratified                           
Random Sampling (SRS) method, thus ensuring that even small classes, such as streets in this case, are                                 
adequately represented. This has been done randomly, by sampling the pixels in each class according to                               
their areal extension, based on the available ground reference (Chini et al. 2008). For each class, 10% of                                   
pixels have been used to train the classifier (Training Set) and the remaining 90% have been used to assess                                     
the classification accuracy in terms of overall accuracy and K coefficient, (Validation Set) (Foody, 2002).                             




The selection of the scale of interest is a crucial point in order to correctly classify objects in the scene using                                         
HR optical images, which present more than one possible scale for the analysis. Indeed, an object can be                                   
more or less visible depending on the scale of interest. For this purpose a hierarchical representation of the                                   
image is very flexible and it can be applied to any type of image (Alonso­Gonzalez et al., 2013). The SOS                                       
algorithm explores the segmentation hierarchy by using a top­down strategy to automatically select the                           
most representative level of segmentation. The combined use of a single segmentation map and a                             
pixel­based classification has already been proved to enhance image classification (Tarabalka et al., 2009;                           
Tarabalka et al., 2010b). 
The input data of SOS are a hierarchical segmentation and a pixel­based classification. Given a Majority                               
Voting Coefficient (MVC) value, 0.5<MVC<1, SOS starts from the highest level of the hierarchical                           
segmentation, which has the least amount of spatial detail, and proceeds down to the last segmentation                               
map, classifying those segments with a percentage of pixels belonging to a specific class (assigned by the                                 
pixel­based classification) above the MVC. The tuning of the MVC parameter is performed during the                             
training phase, selecting the one that gives the best results in terms of classification accuracy through                               
cross­validation on the available training samples. MVC values between 0.5 and 1 have been tested with a                                 
 
step of 0.05. Moreover, we want to underline that different MVC values lead to interesting classification                               
maps that are not the best in terms of accuracy, but can enhance some characteristics of the image which                                     
are not considered in the selected ground truth (Fig. 2f). The output of SOS is a classification map in which                                       
segments are extracted through the whole segmentation hierarchy (see Fig. 1).  
Let be the segmentation hierarchy, the pixel­based classification map with n classes and the SOS  S          P                  M      
output map. A segment of the ith­level of the segmentation hierarchy is denoted by . The segment                            Sji   S⊂        
is split into one or more segments at the lower level of segmentation ,Sji                             Si+1  






i     P
j     M j                
map and in the SOS output map. and enclose the portion of the sensed area defined by . SOS              P j    M j                    Sji
     
considers a segment of the first level of the hierarchy then creates a vector of the class frequency (e.g                    Sj0
                   
30% water, 30% grass, 40% street) counting in the corresponding the number of pixels belonging to                    P j              
the defined n classes. If the frequency of class f exceeds the MVC, SOS labels as f the segment . If                                     M j      
MVC is not exceeded by any class SOS proceeds to the lower level of checking segments such that                            S         
. If SOS reaches the lowest level of , the segment is labelled with the class f thatS S  ⋃ jϵJ ji+1 =  
j






















SOS inserts spatial information in the classification at different scales of interest. This approach is also                               
flexible, it can be used with different types of images or by adopting new pixel­wise classifications or                                 
different hierarchical segmentations approaches. Moreover, it is fast in building up the entire tree, since it                               
fuses clusters at each iteration instead of fusing segments. The top­down strategy allows to rapidly classify                               




In this section, we will discuss the results achieved with the SOS classifier for the two test cases selected, a                                       
region on the Etna volcano (Italy) and the Balakot village area (Pakistan), as well as the advantages of                                   
SOS compared to a per­pixel classifier in terms of classification accuracy. We will also highlight the                               
advantages of a hierarchical segmentation approach compared to single segmentation, in terms of best                           





Etna is an active volcano located in Eastern Sicily, Italy. Since the late 1970s, summit eruptions have                                 
shown an increase in their intensity. These events produce lava fountains that reach heights of several                               
hundred meters with generation of abundant tephra and scoriae that can fall tens of kilometers away from                                 
the volcano. Etna’s surface is highly dynamic, changing rapidly as lava flows are emplaced, ash falls deposit                                 
and pyroclastic cones grow. For these characteristics, the Etna volcano is periodically subject to remote                             
sensing studies. In this work, the analysis has been carried out by using a HR QuickBird multispectral                                 
image acquired on May 27, 2006 and shown in Fig. 2a. The image has four bands with a geometric ground                                       
resolution of 2.4 m: three in the visible spectrum and one in the near infrared (blue, 0.45–0.52 μm; green,                                     
0.52–0.60 μm; red, 0.63–0.69 μm; and near infrared, 0.76–0.90 μm). The four bands of the multispectral                               
image constituted the input for the ML classifier. From these a Pseudo­PAN was formed, still at a 2.4 m                                     
geometric ground resolution, which was used as an input for the entire processing chain to obtain a                                 
hierarchical segmentation tree.  
Eight different classes were identified, many of which are particular to this specific region: lava flows                               
2000­2005, lava flows 1800­1999, bright green vegetation, sparse vegetation, streets, cinder cones                       
1800­1999, dark green vegetation and cinder cones before 1800. The ground references for the scene,                             
reported in Fig. 2b, have been obtained through a careful visual inspection of the multispectral QuickBird                               
image and from the information provided by a geological map (Amici et al., 2011). The defined classes are                                   
reported in Table I, which contains the number of pixels for each class, as well as the colour table. 
We started our processing by running the maximum likelihood classifier, thus obtaining the classification                           
map shown in Fig. 2c. From a first visual inspection analysis, it is apparent how the land cover classes                                     
defined are not spectrally homogeneous, resulting in a fuzzy and noisy map. In order to quantitatively                               
evaluate the results, the defined validation set has been used, and the overall accuracy and the K coefficient                                   
have been computed, obtaining 83% and 0.77 respectively. Subsequently, the aforementioned map was                         
fused with the hierarchical segmentation in the SOS classification procedure, thus leading to the                           
 
classification map in Fig. 2d. This map has been obtained with an MVC of 0.8, which means that a                                     
segment is classified when the presence of a class from the ML exceeds 80%. It is worth noticing how                                     
such classification map is less noisy than the one obtained through the per­pixel ML classifier, with more                                 
homogeneous classified areas. Also in this case, the evaluation of the obtained map has been done                               
quantitatively, allowing us to obtain an overall accuracy and a K coefficient of 90% and 0.87, respectively.                                 
Both coefficients have increased, thus highlighting the benefits of using the SOS classifier rather than a                               
per­pixel one. The map obtained with an MVC of 0.8 is the one with the highest classification accuracy                                   
compared to the other MVC values tested. In Figs. 2e and 2f the maps obtained with MVC values of 0.95                                       
and 0.6 are shown, respectively. These results highlight how lower MVC values privilege less noisy bigger                               
classes, penalizing however the correct classification of smaller ones, while for higher values the                           
performance tends to that of the per­pixel classifier. The MVC value, which provided the best classification                               
map, represents a good compromise between noise reduction of the per­pixel classification, and the ability                             
of classifying extended as well as small classes. Fig. 3a shows how many pixels have been selected in each                                     
level of the hierarchical segmentation. It is possible to notice how pixels have been selected in almost each                                   
level. This shows that, when dealing with land cover maps that have classes with different extension, we                                 
have to scan different scales of detail in order to select the best segmentation for each object. 
In order to further stress the ability of the SOS approach to correctly classify classes of different extension,                                   
exploiting a hierarchical segmentation of the image, we have separately fused the ML map with all 49                                 
segmented maps at different levels of detail. The results, in terms of accuracy, are shown in the graph in                                     
Fig. 3a. Accuracy is generally lower than the one obtained by using the SOS approach, except in one level,                                     
34, where the accuracy slightly outperforms that of the SOS (K coefficient of 0.88). Looking at the general                                   
trend of the classification accuracy we can infer that it reaches a maximum value and then it starts to                                     
decrease, probably tending to the accuracy obtained with the classification at pixel scale.  
If, on one hand, global coefficients for estimating the classification accuracy are good indicators for                             
assessing the quality of a classification, on the other hand, in order to verify whether all classes have been                                     
 
properly classified, it is better to look at the confusion matrix between ground truth and the classified map.                                   
We can compare the best single­segment classifier for this test­case, which, based on Fig. 3a, is obtained                                 
applying the ML classifier to segmentation level 34 (for which the highest overall accuracy is attained), to                                 
the best SOS result, obtained for an MVC of 0.8. The corresponding confusion matrices are provided in                                 
Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b respectively. It can be seen how the SOS classifies all classes with an accuracy of at                                         
least 77%, while the single­segment classifier reaches an accuracy of 70% in two classes and an even                                 
lower accuracy, namely 58%, for the Street class. The performance on the latter, for which an 88%                                 
accuracy is reached by exploiting the entire hierarchical scene decomposition, highlights the ability of SOS                             
to classify indifferently dissimilar spatial scale classes in the image. Only two classes have a slightly higher                                 
accuracy with the single­segment approach, namely the most extended ones, thus causing the overall                           
accuracy to be higher than that of the SOS. For the sake of clarity the classification map obtained with only                                       




The second test case where the SOS algorithm was applied is located in a mountainous area, close to the                                     
Balakot (Pakistan) village (Chini et al., 2011). The area is composed by many land cover classes, some of                                   
which are also present in the other test case. The dataset consists of two QuickBird images taken on                                   
August 11, 2005, a PAN and a pan­sharpened (PS) one (Fig. 6a), both with a geometric resolution of 0.6                                     
m. Unlike the Etna test case, where the definition of the classes was mostly based on existing geological                                   
maps, for this test­case the ground truth was entirely drawn by visual inspection of the PS image. Ten                                   
different classes were identified: rocks and sparse vegetation, grass, trees, streets, terraces, buildings, river,                           
creek, roads and sand (see Table I and Fig. 6b).  
The PS image was also used as input for the ML classifier, obtaining a classification map with a K                                     
coefficient of 0.86 and an overall accuracy of 88% (see Fig.6c). The PAN image instead was used as                                   
 
input for the hierarchical segmentation procedure. Once the per­pixel classification map and the hierarchical                           
segmentation structure were computed, they were in turn used as input of for the SOS procedure, testing                                 
different MVC values and selecting the one providing the best classification accuracy. In this case the best                                 
results were obtained with a 0.7 value, again providing an increase of classification accuracy respect to the                                 
ML per­pixel map (K coefficient of 0.90 and overall accuracy of 92%, see Fig. 6d). 
To further highlight the benefit of using a multi­scale representation of the input images with respect to a                                   
fixed one, an additional experiment was carried out for this test­case, by providing a single segmentation                               
level as an input to the SOS classifier. Therefore we obtained 49 classification maps running SOS on a                                   
single segmentation level. The results, in terms of accuracy, are shown in the graph in Fig. 3b. In this case                                       
the accuracy is always lower than the one obtained by using the SOS approach, while the general trend of                                     
the accuracy appears similar to that one of the Etna case: a maximum value is reached after which accuracy                                     
decreases towards figures obtained with a pixel based classification. Referring to the graphs in Fig. 3, we                                 
wish to stress that the accuracy obtained fusing only one segmentation level with the ML map, and the                                   
percentage of pixels classified in each level of the hierarchical tree, are directly linked. Indeed segmentation                               
levels for which a considerable number of pixels have been selected by SOS correspond to significant                               
variations in the classification accuracies of the single levels. This means that SOS takes advantage of all                                 
spatial scales that are strictly connected with those ones of the land cover classes under analysis.   
4. Conclusions 
Our Scale Object Selection (SOS) algorithm takes advantage of a hierarchical segmentation of the image,                             
accounting for the geometrical characteristics of the objects within the scene, and of a per­pixel supervised                               
classification, accounting for the multispectral information content. The hierarchical segmentation                   
automatically provides a set of segmented maps of the image, with different levels of spatial detail. The final                                   
classification map is obtained by fusing segments at different spatial scales. The use of a majority voting                                 
coefficient in the segmentation hierarchy combined with the supervised per­pixel classification allows us to                           
understand the spatial patterns that groups of pixels build up. The algorithm has been tested on two                                 
 
different test cases, and in both cases this approach has enhanced the classification accuracy of the                               
per­pixel maps. It is worth pointing out that if we use a single segmentation level the classification does not                                     
reach the highest accuracy, meaning that the method we propose allows to automatically select the most                               
appropriate spatial scale of each class/object. The robustness of the algorithm has also been proved with                               
respect to different spatial resolutions, namely 0.6 m and 2.4 m respectively for the two datasets of this                                   
study.   
Finally, the power of this method for multisource information fusion should also be pointed out. Indeed, in                                 
this work we combined the hierarchical segmentation with a per­pixel classification extracted from the                           
same dataset, i.e. Etna, or homogeneous type of data, i.e. Balakot. However, since the fusion is done in the                                     
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Classes Number of pixels   
Etna (Italy)     
Lava flows 2000­2005 162.753  
Lava flows 1800­1999 43.661  
 
Bright green vegetation 301.284  
Sparse vegetation 146.567  
Streets 4.124  
Cinder cones 1800­1999 30.945  
Dark green vegetation 34.338  
Cinders cones before 1800 5.388  
Balakot (Pakistan)     
Rocks and sparse vegetation  243.031   
Grass  73.937   
Trees  57.926   
Streets  10.952   
Terraces  262.464   
Buildings  19.707   
River  154.005   
Creek  9.487   
Road  3.821   















Fig. 2. a) Multispectral QuickBird image taken on May 27, 2006; b) ground reference map superimposed                               
on the multispectral Quickbird image; c) per­pixel classification map obtained using the Maximum                         
































Fig. 3. Classification accuracy obtained fusing each segmentation level with the per­pixel supervised                         
classification (red dots) and the percentage of classified pixels in the different hierarchy levels for the two                                 
test cases are shown (yellow bars). Green line represents the classification accuracy obtained with the ML                               





















Fig. 6. a) Pan­sharpened QuickBird image near the Balakot (Pakistan) village taken on May 27, 2006; b)                                 
ground truth map superimposed on the pan­sharpened Quickbird image; c) per­pixel classification map                         
obtained using the Maximum Likelihood classifier; d) SOS classification map, with MVC=0.7. The color                           
legend refers to Table I.  
 
 
 
